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2010 FIFA 
WoRLD cUP 

PLAnnInG

AIRPoRt ReADIness PLAn

to make an airport function as it is meant, it is critically important that 

the myriad of service providers work seamlessly in order to provide 

the requisite passenger service levels. co-ordination of airport service 

providers to ensure the effective facilitation of air traffic movements and 

passengers during the tournament was therefore a massive undertaking. 

In collaboration with AcsA and the Department of transport, all role 

players, including airlines, ground handling companies, emergency 

services and various government departments, worked together to 

ensure that each of AcsA’s 10 airports had a readiness plan which 

included the following:

1. the airport’s runway, apron and terminal capacity

2. Anticipated passenger traffic and aircraft movements

3. slot allocations for flights

4. Venue transport operational Plan

5.   Adequate staffing levels to support new operational requirements.

AIRPoRt cAPAcItY AnD PAssenGeR FAcILItAtIon

With a clear understanding of each airport’s capacity, a demand capacity 

model has been developed. As more information became available, 

parameters of the model could be adjusted accordingly. Major factors 

that impacted the modelling were the final draw in December 2009, the 

finalisation of team base camps and data about ticket sales.

confirmation of the team base camps in December 2009 helped capacity 

planning, especially as about two-thirds of the teams will be based in 

Gauteng, with a high dependence on air travel and the facilitation of up 

to four teams through o.R. tambo International in any one day. thus, a 

decision has been made to operate all six host city airports on a 24-hour 

basis for the group stages of the tournament. 

the exercise showed that as the main port of entry, o.R. tambo International 

Airport will experience the greatest increase in flights and passengers. 

early in the planning stages for the tournament, a decision was taken to 

process the teams away from the terminal buildings. Due to the sheer 

volume of activity that will be based in and around Gauteng, it was 

decided to build a temporary ‘team terminal’ at o.R. tambo International. 

At other airports, plans were developed to facilitate the teams directly 

from the apron. 

Morever, it was established that capacity of existing infrastructure at 

Bloemfontein and Port elizabeth International Airports is insufficient 

to handle the projected passenger volumes on certain days during the 

tournament. temporary terminal facilities, at a cost of R8,9 million, 

capable of processing 350 extra passengers per hour, will be installed at 

each airport for operation from 1 June 2010. the cost of these temporary 

terminals will be largely recovered from commercial opportunities 

realised within these structures, primarily through advertising and 

retail.

oVeRVIeW

the company unmistakably understood what needed to be delivered 

and that it was about to come under constant scrutinty as south 

Africa prepared itself for this once-in-a-lifetime opportunity. Almost 

immediately the planning engines were fired up. 

And so, when Australia, which is scheduled to be the first team to 

arrive at o.R. tambo International Airport on 26 May 2010, the airport 

infrastructure and operational plans for passenger facilitation across 

AcsA’s network of airports will be prepared and ready. 

this was made possible through the efforts of AcsA, its partners and on-

airport stakeholders who worked tirelessly behind the scenes for years 

following the announcement. the primary objective was to have our 

airports construction free and facilitation systems and procedures well 

refined.

this section of the annual report deals with the operational preparations 

for the 2010 FIFA World cup, while details of the infrastructure 

development projects concluded in time for the soccer spectacle are 

provided on pages 37 to 39 of the report. 

the May 2004 announcement that south Africa 
had won the right to host the prestigious 2010 FIFA 
World cup was one of the most defining moments 
in AcsA’s 17-year history.
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experience and add value to their qualifications. this exposure will create 

a pool of credible candidates, enriched with experiential knowledge, who 

can form part of a talent pool for potential future employment. 

to ensure our entire airport communities will be ready to deliver, the 

customer service training programme has been enhanced so that the 

bulk of all airport staff could experience this training prior to kick-off. 

these training sessions included motivational elements to ensure airport 

staff are mentally prepared for the challenge.

to keep AcsA’s staff energised and motivated, a number of employee 

relations iniatives have been undertaken since the sports dress rehearsals 

started in June 2009 with the FIFA confederations cup. As approved by 

the Board, a short-term incentive scheme that rewards compliance 

with pre-defined standards will also be in effect for the duration of the 

tournament.

oPeRAtIonAL ReADIness

2009 presented AcsA with three major international sporting events as 

dress rehearsals for the 2010 FIFA World cup. the FIFA confederations 

cup, the British & Irish Lions tour and the Indian Premier League (IPL) 

cricket competition provided opportunities to test the policies and 

procedures put in place to facilitate the additional passenger and aircraft 

traffic. experiences from these events enabled refinement of the plans 

for the 2010 FIFA World cup.

As part of its preparations for the tournament, AcsA sent a team to 

europe to learn from the experiences of hosts of previous major 

international sporting events. the visits included Germany (2006 FIFA 

World cup) and Italy (UeFA cup). this proved an extremely effective 

means of focusing the team, enabling them to obtain a much better 

understanding of what to expect during the tournament. the tempo 

of planning and preparation for the World cup increased throughout 

the year, with plans about 90% complete by 2 March 2010 when the 

company hosted it’s 2010 Readiness Media conference, exactly 100 days 

to kick off. 

over the years, AcsA and its stakeholders have improved passenger 

facilitation at various critical touch points in the value chain, primarily 

at immigration, security check-points and on-time flight departures. 

the tournament is a perfectly timed opportunity to showcase our 

operational efficiencies and capabilities. 

 

coMMeRcIAL BeneFIts

Hosting the 2010 FIFA World cup presents business opportunities across 

the south African business spectrum. Airports ‘own’ premium advertising 

space and this has enabled AcsA to build new relationships with top 

brands, starting with the FIFA confederations cup in 2009. 

sLot ALLocAtIon 

An airport slot can be defined as the time at which an aircraft can either 

land or take-off. owing to the projected increased demand for ‘airport 

slots’ over the 2010 FIFA World cup period, all airports will be slot co- 

ordinated. this effectively means that each aircraft operator wishing to 

fly at any time during the World cup has to apply for a slot. All airlines 

with seasonal scheduled operations will be exempt from this application 

process for such flights. 

this detailed planning was done in partnership with Air traffic and 

navigation services (Atns), which handles all aircraft movements in the 

country.

VenUe tRAnsPoRt oPeRAtIons PLAn (VtoP)

one of the key concerns in the detailed planning for the event was the 

seamless facilitation of passengers from air traffic, to ground traffic, to 

the stadia and vice versa. 

With an anticipated dramatic increase in vehicle volumes accessing 

the airports, a co-operative programme, in partnership with each host 

city, has been put in place to create a VtoP. In each case, the VtoP 

entails rolling out plans for the management of public transport for the 

movement of passengers via buses, coaches, mini-bus taxis and metered 

taxis to and from the airports. Public transport is being supplied by the 

host city with tour operators catering for groups.

AIRPoRt stAFFInG

to maintain uninterrupted service during the influx of passengers,  

o.R. tambo International will be operated on a 24-hour basis, while 

other host city airports will operate on the same basis from the day 

before a match until the day after. office-based staff members will be 

deployed to manage various posts and work on agreed shifts. Almost 

the entire corporate office staff complement will be deployed at  

o.R. tambo International, with a well-defined support plan in place 

among sister airports. A new human resources rostering software package 

has been installed and all staff member details have been loaded onto 

the system. their function, location and hours of work for the entire 

World cup programme have been recorded. 

Around 250 temporary staff members will be hired at different airports 

to assist as trolley operators, safety officers, clerks and information 

assistants supporting the iHelp programme. some of the temporary 

employees will be students from local academic institutions, such as the 

Durban University of technology, who are studying tourism Management. 

these positions involving students are intended to facilitate work-place 
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InnoVAtIon AnD AMBIence

the World cup has created huge interest in airport advertising from 

FIFA commercial sponsors. this has attracted brands such as coca-cola, 

previously non-airport spenders, Mtn, who over the years has reduced 

their airport advertising spend, and VIsA. 

Advertising innovation began by creating specific zones or areas of 

dominance for each brand, where their visibility is almost exclusive. 

VIsA created a brand zone around the airbridges, which makes it the 

first brand visible to all arrivals on the apron. coca-cola will create 

innovation around their brand colour, Red, by rolling out a ‘Red carpet’ 

in the International Arrivals area at o.R. tambo International, giving 

soccer fans a ‘red carpet welcome’ to south Africa. this will be coupled 

with a joint AcsA/coca-cola branded can of coca-cola being given to 

all international passengers arriving for the tournament. 

Mtn has created their zone or area of dominance in the Arrivals areas, 

using their United Africa campaign, as well as the creation of a simulated 

‘soccer stadium’ at o.R. tambo International’s Domestic Arrivals area. 

Brand sA will come to the party by branding the o.R. tambo International 

Airport taxis in the colours of the south African flag to create truly south 

African carriers of passengers from the airport. the city of tshwane has 

created a huge soccer ball, which will be suspended over the Atrium, 

creating a meeting point zone. 

 

FInAncIAL IMPAct

the financial impact of the 2010 FIFA World cup will only be fully 

realised in the next financial year. Most of the campaigns are due to 

start in April 2010, running through to either the end of July or August. 

the financial impact for the year under review has been realised from 

Mtn, with a spend of approximately R8 million; their campaign started 

with the final 2010 FIFA World cup draw that took place in cape town 

in December 2009. Income from coca-cola in the year under review was 

approximately R5 million, and that from VIsA about R3 million, both as a 

result of their advertising for the FIFA confederations cup in June 2009. 

the total financial impact of the 2010 FIFA World cup will be measurable 

after the tournament. this will include the actual spend from additional 

FIFA commercial affiliates as well as other non-participating brands that 

will be seeking international exposure.

In partnership with our retailing and advertising concessionaires, the 

airports will be used as one of the main activation areas for companies 

associated with the World cup such as Mtn, VIsA and coca-cola.  

some of the advertising elicits participation from passengers, and 

coupled with the 2010 branded products including the vuvuzelas, should 

result in a carnival atmosphere at the airports. 

entertainment aside, in addition to the normal retail merchandise, 

the 2010 branded goods, together with robust marketing, are planned 

with the primary objective of capitalising on the spend of international 

travellers both on their arrival, during their domestic travels and again 

on departure. extensive operational plans have been prepared to ensure 

that sufficient capacity and logistics are available for the duration of the 

tournament. We are confident that through joint marketing initiatives 

with retailers during the pivotal World cup period, a forecasted upswing 

in the economy and the expanded lettable retail areas, the commercial 

Division will sustain the growth in turnover from previous years generated 

through international and domestic travel.

Retail operations at our airports are expected to reap extensive benefits 

during the 2010 FIFA World cup tournament through:

•  Large numbers of foreign visitors, travelling both internationally and 

locally, increasing turnover

•  Increased sales from international visitors who have greater buying 

power because of their higher GDP and disposable income

•  A significant increase in the demand for sports apparel and paraphernalia

•  Greatly increased demand for south African mementos as gifts from 

the speciality curio stores

•  A substantial increase in food and beverage turnover because of 

increased numbers of airport users and the excitement and festive 

atmosphere that the tournament will create.

Airports company south Africa’s advertising department was successful 

in excluding the airports from FIFA advertising jurisdiction. this makes 

it possible for AcsA to allow any company to advertise at the airports, 

even though they are not FIFA commercial affiliates, enabling AcsA to 

maximise advertising revenue during the tournament. 

the  World cup will impact beneficially on AcsA’s advertising business 

through innovation, ambience and financial benefits. 
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AVIAtIon 
seRVIces 

AnD AIRPoRt 
oPeRAtIons

the best performing international carrier in terms of passenger growth 

and market share was emirates Airlines, which has realised an annual 

growth of 12% and market share to 3%. 

total passenger volumes of locally-based airlines have declined by 3% 

and account for 70% of all passenger traffic. 

Whilst demand was slowly showing signs of improvement towards the 

latter part of the year, a precipitous fall in yields and rising operational 

costs are cited by most carriers as the major causes of stifling growth.

Low Cost Carriers 

the consolidated low cost passenger market grew by 3% and accounts 

for 28% of the total traffic volume and 40% of the domestic traffic. 

1time airline, the fastest growing locally-based scheduled carrier, has 

produced strong positive traffic growth throughout the period under 

review, closing the year with excellent growth of 12%.

AIRPoRt PLAnnInG

Whilst the company’s focus has been on the completion of the new 

capacity infrastructure and getting the airports ready for the 2010 FIFA 

World cup, airport planning always looks far beyond tomorrow and into 

the future. 

the aviation industry is dynamic and ever-changing, as the past two 

years have shown. Although traffic volumes dropped worldwide due to 

the global economic crisis, the recovery appears to be much quicker than 

expected and the current growth already exceeds expectations. With 

the newly provided infrastructure having a finite capacity sufficient for 

approximately five to seven years, AcsA is well geared for the forecasted 

traffic demand. 

the socio-economic benefits of aviation can only be realised if the air 

transport industry is able to meet the demand for its services. congestion 

caused by inadequate infrastructure and the lack of capacity remains air 

transport’s biggest long-term challenge in delivering such benefits. 

In order to successfully address this challenge it is necessary to provide 

for timely and orderly development of an airport, adequate to meet the 

present and future air transportation needs and to place aviation in its 

proper perspective relative to a balanced regional and national multi-

modal transportation system. to that end, airport planning has completed 

oVeRVIeW

this provision requires ensuring that the development and maintenance 

of airport infrastructure is systematically planned and executed, and that 

the completed infrastructure is utilised in a manner that is compliant 

with legal, aviation and other regulated safety and security standards. 

optimisation of infrastructure is an inherent component of AcsA’s 

responsibilities. 

Development and implementation of individual airport plans, comprising 

land use plans, terminal and runway configurations, aircraft fleet mixes 

and passenger traffic projections are therefore critical. Processes, 

procedures and systems necessary for safe and secure operation of the 

airports are standardised across the airport network. 

In the process of attaining these objectives, the protection of the natural 

environment and the provision of the highest possible levels of customer 

service inform all aspects of infrastructure development and airport 

operations.

AIRLIne tRAFFIc AnALYsIs 

total scheduled airline passenger performance for the financial year 

2009/2010 declined by 1,7%, largely due to the disappointing volumes 

posted by our national carrier, sAA. Its total passenger volumes dropped 

by 6%, reducing its market share from 39% to 34%.

the core business of Airports company south Africa 
is to provide and operate safe, secure and profitable 
airports.

Low cost carriers - Performance on overall market  

Airline Air traffic Movements Passengers

Passenger 

Load Factor

Passenger 

Market share

2009/10 2008/09 Difference 2009/10 2008/09 Difference 2009/2010 2009/2010 

Kulula.com 23 942 23 393 2% 2 929 175 2 907 712 1% 74% 9%

1time 29 422 26 700 10% 3 498 483 3 119 838 12% 72% 11%

Mango.com 16 928 18 118 (7%) 2 483 293 2 624 089 (5%) 85% 8%

totAL 70 292 68 211 3% 8 910 951 8 651 639 3% 77% 28%
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O.R. Tambo International Airport

overall completion of the new R2,285 billion central terminal Building 

(ctB) was achieved at the end of 2009. Building works commenced in 

June 2006 and various interim phases were commissioned for public use 

during the course of the development. 

the enlarged departures level, with 75 additional check-in counters,  

kerb-side drop-off, and security and emigration controls, was 

commissioned in April 2009. A month later, during May 2009, the first 

phase of the new International Arrivals terminal successfully processed 

arriving passengers. the airport reached full compliance to accommodate 

the Airbus A380 with the provision of 90-metre baggage carousels. the 

second phase of the International Arrivals terminal - an international-

to-domestic re-check facility and the reconfiguration of temporary 

facilities - was completed in December 2009. 

the completed circulation node within the ctB and the Gautrain 

station were handed over to the Bombela consortium; the o.R. tambo 

International to sandton section of the Gautrain will be operational 

in time for the 2010 FIFA World cup, adding another public transport 

option for airport users. 

the ctB was the last major ‘building block’ in the western precinct of the 

airport and has finally provided integration between previously disjointed 

international and domestic terminal buildings. the ctB development has 

created a ‘one terminal building’ airport, whereby passengers, especially 

transfer passengers, are now able to circulate freely and easily within 

one building between the different terminals.

the landside expansion of the International Departures terminal has been 

fully integrated, with pedestrian connectivity to and from the new ctB. 

the second, R470 million, 5 200-bay multi-storey parkade was commissioned 

in phases over a two-year period, with the last phase completed in 

March 2009. the new parkade is fully integrated with the first multi-

storey parkade, with free circulation of both vehicles and pedestrians 

between the different parkades. In line with AcsA’s commitment to 

customer service and safety, passengers are not required to cross any 

roads between parkades and terminal buildings as there is separation 

between pedestrian and vehicle movement. this is achieved with the 

introduction of new pedestrian overpasses and underpasses.

Work on various airside facilities, such as road upgrades, apron 

rehabilitations, and taxiway refurbishments and extensions, was 

completed during July 2009. this has created more operational flexibility 

on the airside for more efficient manoeuvring of aircraft on the ground. 

Work on eight remote code c aircraft stands has progressed well, to 

the extent that the additional stands will become operational during  

May 2010 and will alleviate demand for additional aircraft parking. 

long-term master plans for Port elizabeth International Airport as well as 

for east London Airport, in addition to previously having completed plans 

for o.R. tambo and cape town International Airports.

Furthermore, a comprehensive 10-year development programme for all 

our airports was prepared, providing the rationale for the needs, timing and 

scope of developments and associated capital expenditure requirements. 

this information was used as an input to the current Group business plan. 

It is worth noting that, according to an independent assessment, more 

than 150 000 new jobs would be created over a 10-year period as a result 

of the implementation of this development programme.

considering that, from initial conception to ultimate completion, the 

process of planning, designing, financing and constructing additional 

airport capacity takes a number of years, it is vital that infrastructure 

developments are carefully planned, well in advance. 

this is extremely important in the case of further development at  

o.R. tambo International Airport, as the existing terminal precinct is 

fully built-up and further development will have to take place on a mid-

field, remote, greenfield site, creating new challenges but enormous 

opportunities as well. subsequently, the Airport Planning department 

commenced with a comprehensive set of planning activities in an 

attempt to define development options in a holistic manner, addressing 

both aeronautical and commercial needs and opportunities with the aim 

of eventually converting the airport into a complete ‘aerotropolis’.

InFRAstRUctURe DeVeLoPMent

the year was exceptionally successful with the completion and 

commissioning of nearly all expansion and development projects at the 

various airports, allowing all our airports to be construction free and 

ready for the 2010 FIFA World cup. All this, together with the move to 

King shaka International Airport scheduled for 1 May 2010. 

special attention was given to AcsA’s commitment to minimise any 

possible inconvenience caused by construction activities on airport 

operations. A high level of focus was directed at customer service and 

safety to ensure that all airport users were accommodated in a safe 

environment and that experiences at AcsA airports were pleasant, 

effective and memorable. 

AcsA closely monitored the progress of projects, and various interventions 

were implemented to recover lost time and to remain on schedule, whilst 

staying within the approved budgets, thus not compromising World  

cup readiness.

During the reporting period AcsA invested R5,241 billion, excluding 

capitalised interest, in infrastructure developments. 
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two additional bulk fuel storage tanks, with a combined additional 

capacity of 12 million litres, have been completed. the first fuel was 

received in the tanks in January 2010 and the tanks will be fully 

integrated with the existing fuel system in May 2010. the additional 

fuel storage capacity not only provides the required capacity for the 

medium-term, but also provides risk mitigation in the short-term for 

supply capacity constraints and will facilitate anticipated increased fuel 

demand during the World cup.

Cape Town International Airport

Work on the R1,686 billion development of a new central terminal 

Building (ctB) progressed well during the review period and the main 

processing building was opened for public use on 6 november 2009. 

this brought long awaited relief for airport users who had endured 

facilities outgrown by increasing passenger traffic. the last phase of 

this development, consisting of the extension to the existing Arrivals 

terminal with pedestrian connectivity to the ctB, will be opened in 

mid-April 2010. 

the R400 million, 4 000-bay multi-storey parkade was commissioned 

in phases over a two-year period, with the last phase having been 

completed in December 2009. Upgrades and reconfiguration of the 

landside roads will be completed in April 2010. two pedestrian subways 

form part of this development, providing protection against the weather 

and enhancing public safety through the separation of vehicle and 

pedestrian circulation.

Work on five additional code c aircraft stands has progressed well and 

their integration with airside operations will be achieved in May 2010.

King Shaka International Airport

extremely good progress during 2009 ensured that most of the airport 

infrastructure was ready for operational trials during the first quarter 

of 2010, despite the unusually high rainfall in the past year, which 

threatened to delay the project.

AcsA, in partnership with the contractors, conducted extensive 

operational readiness trials on various systems both inside the terminal 

building and on the airside. Airside infrastructure, such as the runway, 

taxiways and aprons, was tested using vehicles to simulate aircraft 

movement. 

the tests were part of the operational readiness and training (oRAt) 

project that had been under way throughout the year. the purpose 

of oRAt was to ensure that all 3 500 airport staff were familiar with 

and could use all the new airport facilities and systems, as well as 

adapt normal airport operational policies and procedures to their new 

environment. 

staff were taken through an intensive communication and familiarisation 

programme to create awareness and a sense of anticipation for the 

forthcoming relocation. this was successful as it increased the level 

of participation in the staff familiarisation process and generated 

unexpectedly high levels of attendance at the training sessions and 

excitement about the move. staff were taken in groups of about  

60 people to King shaka International Airport for familiarisation training. 

this consisted of classroom presentations and a physical tour of the 

new airport; a supporting familiarisation booklet containing relevant 

information was issued to each attendee.

It was necessary to integrate all stakeholders into the project and build 

confidence both within and beyond the airport community. Importantly, 

key stakeholders, ranging from government, business and tourism 

sectors to educational institutions, were also accommodated for this 

orientation. this generated a sense of ownership, especially among the 

people of Kwazulu-natal.

the planning culminated with the start of end-user trials on 22 January 

2010, which are scheduled for completion on 22 April. of the 29 trials 

11 were basic, testing the departure process of passengers and baggage, 

18 were more complex with the arrival and departure handling processes 

of passengers, baggage and aircraft being simulated.

Business continuity trials started in March, including failure simulations of 

critical airport infrastructure and power supply. Aircraft taxi simulations, 

a large-scale trial with 600 ‘volunteer’ passengers, a terminal evacuation 

exercise, a night trial and an aircraft crash simulation are also planned.

During all of these simulations and trials, the airport community, 

its support services and industry partners based off-airport, and the 

people of Kwazulu-natal, rose to the occasion and embraced every 

opportunity afforded to showcase the province and south Africa’s 

commitment, enthusiasm and pride in south Africa’s first greenfield 

airport development in over 40 years. this airport, like every other AcsA 

airport, now truly belongs to the people of south Africa.

Further to these simulations and tests, a series of successful inspections 

and approvals were undertaken by various groups, including both local 

and international airline associations through AAsA, BARsA and IAtA, 

national carrier sAA, the safety and security regulatory authority sAcAA, 

as well as other government bodies. 

compliance was achieved with environmental requirements included in 

the Record of Decision issued by the then Department of environmental 

Affairs and tourism.

From rolling hills covered with green sugarcane fields to a functional, 

state-of-the-art international airport in just 32 months is an 

achievement of which all involved can be justly proud, and so too 

the people of Kwazulu-natal and, indeed, the south African nation. 

the airport, with unique architectural features, is capable of handling  

7,5 million passengers a year. 
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the change-over from the existing Durban International to King shaka 

International Airport will take place in the six hours between the last 

flight into Durban International on the night of 30 April and the first 

flight out of King shaka International on 1 May 2010. 

Bloemfontein International Airport

the R46 million terminal building refurbishment and expansion was 

undertaken in a phased manner and completed in June 2009. the runway 

refurbishment and upgrade, to the value of R121 million, was completed 

during April 2009. 

Upington International Airport

Work on the R31 million terminal building upgrade and expansion has 

progressed well and is expected to be completed by the end of April 

2010.

George Airport

A R14,5 million runway and taxiway rehabilitation project was completed 

early in november 2009. 

on 7 December 2009, an embraer 135 operated by sA Airlink ran off 

the runway. In February 2010 sAcAA introduced restrictions on aircraft 

movements into and out of George Airport during wet weather conditions 

as it embarked on its investigation into the cause of the sA Airlink accident. 

these restrictions had a material impact on the airport’s operations and its 

financial performance during the last quarter of the reporting period.

In the interest of tourism and the economy of the Western cape, and 

considering that George is integral to a successful 2010 FIFA World cup, 

with France, Denmark and Japan having chosen the Garden Route as  

their base, AcsA has agreed to the request from sAcAA to lay down an 

additional friction course layer, without conceding that the runway was 

defective. the work will be done at night so that it does not cause any 

disruptions to operations and is scheduled for completion by the end of 

May 2010.

Kimberley Airport

Work on the R17 million terminal building upgrade, parking and a new 

car rental building is progressing well and is scheduled to be completed 

by the end of April 2010. 

East London Airport

the terminal building refurbishment and expansion, to the value of  

R98 million, was done in a phased manner and completed by the end 

of February 2010. 

AIRPoRt oPeRAtIonAL eFFIcIencY

the completion of these projects creates an enormous opportunity for 

maximising functionality and usability inherent in airport design features. 

Increased value will be realised from the investment in infrastructure by 

continuing to engage in the way in which the infrastructure is used and 

managed.

emphasis will be placed on the leveraging of technology to extract the 

maximum usage from facilities. Planning is under way to take advantage 

of the International Air transport Association’s (IAtA’s) decision to 

phase out the existing magnetic striped boarding passes. the new 2-D 

boarding passes will allow home, web-based check-in, providing greater 

efficiencies and a reduction in the reliance on traditional check-in 

counters. this new 2-D boarding pass was launched in 2009 and will 

become operational in the next financial year.

one of the key innovations introduced by the Airport operations Division 

was the collaborative decision-making process with its focus on the 

efficient movement of passengers, baggage and aircraft in our quest to 

improve on-time performance. the Airport Management centre (AMc), 

which is the nerve centre that facilitates this collaborative process, was 

brought into operation at o.R. tambo International Airport on 18 May 

2009. 

the effectiveness of the AMc is clearly visible through the airport’s 

improved on-time performance. the global airport industry target 

is set at 80% of all flights departing on time, whereas AcsA has set 

itself a target of 85%. since the introduction of the AMc at o.R. tambo 

International, on-time performance has been either side of the 85% 

target, with just one month – December 2009 – having been below the 

international target, due to the higher incidence of delays caused by 

summer thunderstorms. 

Given the positive reaction from the involved stakeholders, including 

airlines, air traffic control, baggage handlers and government agencies, 

and the improvement realised in operational efficiency, the decision 

was taken to implement an AMc at cape town International. this 

was successfully launched on 1 March 2010. the new King shaka 

International Airport will also have its own AMc. 

Flight schedules will be managed very tightly during the 2010 FIFA 

World cup tournament and the airports and airlines will have to recover 

rapidly following any operational disruptions. the network of AMcs, 

which can share information on a real-time basis, will play a critical 

role in co-ordinating activities and ensuring memorable experiences for 

soccer stars, their fans and all other travellers.

stAnDARDs AnD cUstoMeR seRVIces

AcsA’s strategy of building an efficient and customer-focused business 

is achieved through compliance with IAtA standards and aligning airport 

employee behaviour with specific customer service interventions. the 

ultimate objective is for passengers and airport users to enjoy an effective, 

trouble-free and memorable experience in a secure environment for the 

duration of their airport visit.
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the service is provided by the fact that over 270 000 customer text 

messages were received via the system during the reporting period. the 

platform was extended to the social media interfaces of twitter and 

Facebook in the past year, enabling AcsA to get critical information to 

its airport users at great speed. 

Another area that is receiving the highest priority from the AcsA 

customer service team is providing mobility impaired passengers with 

dignified and easy access to all airport facilities. A dedicated information 

service (0860rolling), training facilitation, regular audits and reporting to 

stakeholders have all made a significant difference to our commitment 

to give these passengers as trouble-free and memorable an experience 

as possible. the opening of the newly upgraded and truly welcoming 

Assisted Passenger Lounge in terminal A at o.R. tambo International, 

early in the coming financial year, will further enhance our level of 

service provision. 

enVIRonMentAL MAnAGeMent

sound environmental decision-making is incorporated in AcsA’s day-to-

day business through the adoption of an environmental Management 

system (eMs) into core business functions. the internationally recognised 

Iso 14001:2004 environmental specification outlines the means by 

which this is achieved and follows the simple ‘plan, implement, audit 

and review’ philosophy. certification against this international standard 

is a significant achievement, particularly in the realm of medium to large 

airport management companies, due to the diversity of operations and 

involvement of multiple stakeholders. 

over the past three years AcsA has developed and refined its eMs to 

complement the business and align policies and procedures to meet Iso 

14001 requirements. Internal audits have been undertaken to prepare 

for this certification in the next financial year.

Water and electricity management

   Water (kl)  electricity (kWh) 

  2009/ 2008/  2009/ 2008/

Airport 2010 2009 2010 2009

o.R. tambo  

International 1 526 277 1 228 141 147 480 150 130 655 100

cape town  

International 387 724 400 851 53 433 678 52 976 525

Durban  

International 221 420 226 370 9 852 600 9 847 000

the substantial increases in water and electricity usage at o.R. tambo 

International Airport are attributable to the construction programme. 

Although AcsA is not directly responsible for all water consumption, 

a stewardship role is undertaken with the implementation of water 

conservation programmes amongst its stakeholders. Primary uses 

of water at our airports include terminal bathrooms, construction 

activities, catering, car hire vehicle washing, chiller plants, potable water 

for aircraft, irrigation and fire fighting training. 

service levels are monitored on a qualitative basis, through perception 

research and through a quantitative approach through observation of 

services rendered. the ultimate objective is to ensure compliance with 

the standards recommended by IAtA.

the customer service behaviour standards and training modules were 

designed and developed against this strategic approach, in partnership 

with the broader airport community. since April 2009, more than 13 000 

people from around the country have attended motivational workshops 

and about 10 000 have experienced the four-hour behavioural standards 

training session. 

For the past eight years, service standards have been benchmarked 

through the Airports council International’s (AcI) Airport service Quality 

Programme. there are currently 180 airports around the world taking 

part in this programme, ranging from Atlanta (the largest) to Incheon, 

Hong Kong and Malaysia (the most efficient). to date, AcsA airports 

have won 21 achievement awards for passenger satisfaction.

the assessments are comprehensive and independently conducted.  

the satisfaction indicators used at the seven smaller airports include 

airport services (such as courtesy and helpfulness of airport staff), value 

for money (including shopping and parking facilities), arrival services 

(speed of baggage delivery) and airline services (for example, queue 

waiting times).

service for passengers at AcsA’s seven smaller airports was rated 

from good to excellent. construction activities impacted service levels 

and noticeable improvements were realised on completion of those 

activities.

During the first quarter of 2010, the principal international airports 

achieved third, fifth and ninth positions when compared to similar sized 

airports around the world. cape town International showed a significant 

improvement following the commissioning of the new facilities. According 

to passenger ratings, George Airport was the best performing domestic 

airport, an achievement also realised in the previous financial year.

Activities included in the drive for ongoing improvement of service 

delivery were quarterly workshops for airport operations teams and 

stakeholders, monthly reports from service providers (such as car hire 

companies) on an airport-by-airport basis, and the prestigious AcsA 

Feather Awards to acknowledge annual service excellence at each airport. 

AcsA is confident that the next reporting period will show service level 

improvements, on a globally comparative basis, when upgrades and 

expansion work will have reached completion.

to improve communication with passengers, AcsA introduced the 

‘Viewing Deck’ platform in order to provide customers with the ability to 

communicate with the airport via multiple access methods and receive 

a personalised response within a specified timeframe. It also provides 

invaluable input of customer experiences to management, allowing 

analysis of trends and initiation of corrective measures in conjunction 

with our stakeholders, where necessary. An indication of the success of 
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A threat assessment identified that o.R. tambo International, cape town 

International and east London Airport required the installation of PIDs 

and perimeter lighting to increase preventative security measures and to 

stop unauthorised perimeter intrusion. the installations were completed 

in the reporting period at a cost of R75 million and will enhance the 

integrity of the airside/landside boundaries.

Perimeter lighting

the installation of lighting, at a cost of R35 million, provides illumination 

for effective surveillance of perimeter fences by security patrol officers. 

security lighting has been installed around perimeter fences, approach 

lights and air traffic control equipment and will deter most potential 

intruders. 

Screener training and certification

AcsA is accredited by sAcAA as a training provider for the national 

screener certification Programme and has embarked on a process of 

recruitment, selection, vetting and training of security staff at our airports. 

It includes aviation security awareness training and the certification of 

screeners, supervisors and managers.

AcsA’s training Academy is well equipped to provide security x-ray 

screener training and certification. the recent purchase of explosive 

simulation kits, comprising various types of explosives, detonators and 

mechanisms, gives students the ‘look and feel’ in terms of the threat to 

be detected when screening baggage.

Mishandled baggage 

Management of mishandled baggage, which includes pilfered, damaged, 

lost and misdirected items, remains a priority for AcsA. over the years, 

pilfering of passenger baggage became a matter of huge concern as 

it was not only tarninishing the image of AcsA but of south Africa 

as a tourism destination. the challenge was concentrated largely at  

o.R. tambo International, where the bulk of passenger bags are processed.

In view of this, AcsA implemented a number of initiatives such as the 

employment of managers with local and international experience in 

baggage security management, and the appointment of new ground 

handling companies governed by stringent service level agreements, 

compelling them to introduce measures to reduce pilferage. other 

initiatives included a new permit system that controls staff access to 

the baggage make-up area, the appointment of a dedicated Baggage 

Pilferage Unit and a private security company to focus exclusively on 

baggage security. 

All these initiatives have been implemented by AcsA in collaboration 

with its stakeholders through its baggage pilferage committee, with 

representatives from airlines, ground handlers and sAPs. this inclusive 

approach allowed for an integrated strategy to weed out people with 

dishonest intentions within the baggage environment, as well as the 

refinement of policies and procedures. 

Air quality

If not well managed, airport activities and air traffic can result in the 

deterioration of local air quality. sources of air pollution at AcsA airports 

include aircraft, vehicles and airside equipment; pollutants emitted 

from these sources include carbon monoxide, hydrocarbons, oxides of 

nitrogen, sulphur dioxide and particulate matter. Besides the potential 

for contributing to climate change and the formation of acid rain, many 

of these pollutants have the potential to impact on human health should 

they exceed safe guideline levels, specifically for those people living 

within close proximity to the airport.

o.R. tambo and cape town International Airports have both conducted 

comprehensive air quality impact assessments and emissions inventories, 

and both have installed permanent, real-time air quality monitoring 

stations. AcsA’s direct contribution to deterioration in air quality is low, 

with the vehicle fleet, standby diesel generators and fire fighting training 

activities being the main sources of emissions. However, as an airport 

operator, AcsA has the responsibility of quantifying and monitoring 

local air quality, and co-ordinating the efforts of all airport users to 

ensure that emissions at the airports are limited and remain well below 

legal limits.

the same type of monitoring station has been installed at King shaka 

International Airport, and baseline data, for future comparative purposes, 

have been collected prior to the airport becoming operational.

Carbon footprint

A new initiative, started in 2008, is the collection of data to establish 

the carbon footprint for the Group. AcsA’s carbon footprint is measured 

using methodologies defined in the Greenhouse Gas Protocol and 

specifications prepared by the British standards Institute to specify 

requirements for assessing the lifecycle greenhouse gas emissions of 

goods and services. 

AVIAtIon secURItY

Aviation security is overseen by the national Aviation security committee 

(nAsc), which includes representation from sAcAA, the south African 

Police service (sAPs), the south African national Defence Force (sAnDF), 

Air traffic and navigation services (Atns), AcsA and various other state 

entities. security is a major focus area at our airports, and extensive 

additional measures have been planned for implementation during the 2010 

FIFA World cup.

Perimeter Fence Intrusion Detection System (PIDS)

the installation of perimeter intrusion detection systems (PIDs) at 

our airports, based on International civil Aviation organisation (IcAo) 

recommendations and international best practices, is enhancing the 

level of security. 
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Airport rescue and fire fighting services

As an airport operator, AcsA is required to develop, implement, monitor 

and apply comprehensive policies, procedures and work practices for 

the provision of adequate and efficient emergency response at all 

AcsA operated airports. the policies and procedures are designed to 

comply with the applicable sAcAA regulations and IcAo standards and 

recommended practices.

A complete review of the status of compliance with all aspects of the 

existing civil aviation regulations and technical standards was carried 

out in the year under review, resulting in the adoption of a ‘Beyond 

compliance’ approach and philosophy. 

A new resourcing model for the function of emergency Response services 

has been developed in close consultation with specialists from sAcAA. 

comprehensive Airport emergency Plans for all AcsA airports have been 

prepared and approved by sAcAA.

Full scale emergency exercises are conducted regularly at each airport 

to test the efficacy of the policies and procedures, and to prepare airport 

communities for any possible emergency. these were successfully 

conducted in the period under review.

our new, increased infrastructure capacity gives AcsA the opportunity 

of re-engineering business approaches for planning and development to 

increase cost efficiency, better ways of extracting capacity value from 

our investments and the provision of business sustainability and value 

for shareholders. Going forward, the strategy will also require a review 

of low-cost carrier models, with particular attention to their reduced 

dependence on sophisticated airport infrastructure, in line with their 

low-cost philosophy. Attention has already been paid to the required 

balance of infrastructure investment against facilities required by low-

fare carriers in the south African market, and investigation will continue 

to arrive at mutually agreed requirements.

 

In addition, the company will define its role and strategic focus areas in 

facilitating traffic growth, through a traffic growth strategy which will 

take into consideration historical traffic data, traffic forecasts, existing 

government approaches to frequency allocation to airlines, and other 

related strategies such as the airlift and tourism strategy documents of 

government.

the globally accepted benchmark for mishandled baggage is one bag per 

1 000 handled. An average of 25 000 bags is screened daily at o.R. tambo 

International Airport and in 2006, 40 bags a day were reported as having 

been pilfered, equivalent to 1,6 bags per every thousand handled.

As a result of the initiatives implemented, pilferage was reduced to  

0,7 per thousand bags handled by the end of 2007, to 0,5 in 2008 and, 

through continued diligence, the ratio has improved to 0,2 during the 

period under review. Despite these successes the fight against baggage 

pilferage will continue.

AVIAtIon sAFetY

safety is listed as IcAo’s first priority in ensuring the orderly growth of 

civil aviation throughout the world and it will always be a primary focus 

of AcsA’s business activities.

AcsA was one of the first of the world’s airport operators to have 

implemented a safety management system to comply with IcAo 

requirements and sAcAA regulations. this approach to managing safety 

extends beyond regulatory compliance to a performance-based system 

consisting of measurable performance objectives. Key performance 

indicators include targets per 1 000 aircraft movements for accidents 

and incidents on airside, runway incursions, and bird and wildlife strikes. 

our performance is benchmarked against standards published by Airports 

council International (AcI) and, once again, AcsA performed well above 

the AcI standards.

AcsA has developed innovative software to manage, capture and analyse 

all airside occurrences, with each occurrence being analysed and trends 

identified to enable a predictive method of safety management. 

our partnership with the endangered Wildlife trust (eWt) in managing 

birds and other wildlife continues to pay dividends. effective recording 

and reporting allow us to confidently announce that our preventative 

measures, in co-operation with eWt, have placed us well above 

international benchmarks. serious bird strikes in the past year have been 

limited to just twelve across the airport network, with four airports not 

reporting any incidents.

A major contributing factor to this success has been the continuation 

and expansion of the Border collie programme for dispersing birds from 

airports. At the end of the financial year, two Border collies (tina and 

scot) were employed at o.R. tambo International and three (tweeny, 

Mac and Don) at Durban International, complete with personalised 

permits and reflective jackets. 
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coMMeRcIAL 
seRVIces

the considerable strengthening of the south African Rand, by almost 

20% against all major foreign currencies during the financial year 

under review, reduced the spending power of foreign currency holders 

and resulted in turnover rental being lower than the previous year.  

the duty-free malls account for approximately 75% of the retail rental 

revenue, which is negatively affected by lower passenger numbers and a 

strong south African Rand.

the customs Department of the south African Revenue service 

passed legislation in June 2009 for the approval of inbound duty-free 

shopping, where passengers can buy duty- and VAt-free products in the 

arrivals area at the international airports before customs declaration.  

Full benefits from this change in legislation will only be realised in the 

next financial year as the new regulations only became operational in 

June 2009 and trading potential was disrupted by construction. 

the open public tender for the operation of the core duty-free concession 

at the three principal international airports, for a period of ten years,  

was awarded in August 2009, with effect from March 2010. However, 

the award to the current incumbent, Big Five Duty Free, is being 

challenged through the courts by DFs Flamingo on the basis that 

they were denied access to information that AcsA considered 

confidential. DFs Flamingo has asked the court to rule that the tender 

process should be reinstituted and a ruling is expected by the end  

of 2010. An interim arrangement is in place with the existing 

concessionaire, Big Five Duty Free. 

the completion of the major expansion and construction phase at our 

airports has enabled the rationalisation of retail and tenant mix, with 

a resulting improvement in the product and service offerings. For the 

first time at a south African airport, Markham and Woolworths have 

opened at o.R. tambo International Airport and are trading successfully. 

Woolworths is also operating at cape town International Airport and 

will be opening at King shaka International Airport in the coming year.  

When combined with the greatly increased retail space now available 

and the forecasted growth in passengers, the commercial Division is 

predicting the continued delivery of strong growth in retail revenue.

the transformation of our airports extends far beyond increased space 

to a completely new ‘spatial retail experience’ philosophy. It is based 

on creating ‘town squares’ that will become the heart and soul of each 

airport and through which every airport user will need to pass. It will 

be here that people will congregate and enjoy the cosmopolitan buzz 

associated with airports around the world. It is here that one will be able 

to find a variety of convenient services, quality products, a selection of 

restaurants and world-class, live entertainment. extended trading hours 

will add to the attraction of the town square, making time spent at one 

of our airports far more than just a travelling experience. 

oVeRVIeW

non-aeronautical revenue continues to play a vital role in AcsA’s success. 

In the year under review, non-aeronautical revenue contributed 52%  

(2009: 54%) of Group revenue and grew by 7% (2009: 20%) to 

 R1,828 billion (2009: R1,714 billion). 

non-aeronautical revenue, excluding income derived from utilities 

recoveries and airport access permits income of R87 million (2009:  

R112 million). 

Airport retail

Retail revenue, adjusted for straight-lining of lease income of  

R11 million (2009: R17 million), grew by 9% to R594 million  

(2009: R545 million) in an exceptionally difficult financial year that saw 

a decline in passenger volumes and their spending power. this growth 

of R49 million is attributable to the annual rental escalation in ongoing 

leases and income for a full year of trading from all the new stores in  

the Duty-Free Mall extension and central terminal Building at  

o.R.tambo International Airport, and for a partial period from the  

new stores at cape town International Airport, offset by lower top-up 

rentals received on the retailers’ turnover.

the commercial services Division is responsible 
for generating income from non-aeronautical 
sources. this is achieved through retail and 
advertising concessions, car parks, property leases, 
management contracts and consultancy fees derived 
from Airports company south Africa’s airport 
management expertise.
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this concept will be extended to each of our three major international 

airports, with each having its own character and layout according to the 

nature of the airport. this approach was part of the design philosophy at 

King shaka International and will be something to look forward to from 

1 May 2010. It has been incorporated into the central terminal Building 

at cape town International and is already proving to be a popular 

destination. o.R. tambo International is planning on extending its town 

square to the piazza parking during the coming year.

Phase one of the new central terminal Building at cape town  

International was commissioned in november 2009, with 36 retail  

stores. the link with International Arrivals opened in February 2010, 

whilst the link with Domestic Arrivals will open in April 2010. the 

new central terminal Building, including international departures, will 

comprise 70 stores (previously 42), measuring 8 781m2  in total  

(previously 4 763m2). 

King shaka International Airport is scheduled to open on 1 May 2010. 

the new airport will have 5 852m2 of retail space, compared to 2 900m2 

at Durban International Airport. 43 stores, including a new-style piazza, 

are expected to add considerable impetus to retail sales. 

category  2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 cAGR *

Retail income   310  364 446 534 594 18%

Departing passengers   14 858 16 460 18 199 16 795 16 511 3%

Average retail area   22 709 23 559 25 059 28 297 30 841 8%

Income per passenger   R21,00 R22,00 R24,00 R32,00 R36,00 15%

* cAGR: compound Annual Growth Rate

  Retail income  Ave retail area  Passengers
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Principal international airports’ lettable retail areas (m2)

  International  Domestic  

Airport Airside Airside Landside  Total

o.R. tambo  11 236  1 060 8 283 20 579

cape town  2 311 1 598 4 872 8 781

King shaka  576 1 057 4 219 5 852

King shaka International Airport’s retail areas are due to be operational 

from 1 May 2010. 

Marketing 

Despite the economic downswing over the last 18 months, the retail 

sector at o.R. tambo, cape town and Durban International Airports held 

up relatively well, showing only a limited decline in sales. Promotions, 

such as the ‘score’ and Visa ‘spend-and-Win’ campaigns employed 

during this period, contributed positively towards spend per head and 

penetration of total passengers. Looking forward, emphasis will be placed 

on maximising the average spend per person (travellers and visitors) at 

our airports. In addition, awareness of the various principal international 

airport brands will be generated through advertising campaigns and 

targeted creative media channels. 

of note in the first quarter of the coming financial year is the additional 

retailing opportunity that will be presented by the 2010 FIFA World cup. 

specific merchandise, together with robust marketing, have been planned 

with the primary objective of capitalising on the spend of international 

travellers both on their arrival, during their domestic travels and again 

on departure. extensive operational plans have been prepared to ensure 

that sufficient capacity and logistics will be available for the duration of 

the tournament. 

We are positive that through joint marketing initiatives with retailers 

during the pivotal World cup period, a forecasted upswing in the 

economy and the expanded lettable retail areas, the Division will sustain 

the growth in turnover. 
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Airport structured shaded open Total

o.R. tambo 10 100 3 500 1 400 15 000

cape town  5 800 1 400 – 7 200

King shaka  1 500 3 000 – 4 500

Public parking bays available in the forthcoming financial year

 

the expanded stock has removed capacity constraints which have 

historically limited parking volume growth. to capitalise on this and to 

improve market penetration, discounted and premium-value products 

are being introduced at o.R. tambo International and will be rolled out 

to the other airports after assessment and refinement.

these products include internet-based pre-booking with commensurate 

discounts that compete favourably with off-airport parking operators. 

Products will be brought to market with suitable media coverage, direct 

marketing interventions and public advisory campaigns. Pricing will be 

reviewed with respect to proximity to terminals and the level of service 

offered. It is intended that the range of products and pricing will be 

attractive to a wider target market.

the combination of additional capacity, range of products, pricing and 

marketing is expected to tap into the latent demand which could not 

previously be addressed. In conjunction with enhanced procedures and 

controls, strong growth in parking revenues is projected in the new 

financial year.

ADVeRtIsInG

In the financial year under review, AcsA’s advertising revenue, adjusted 

for straight-lining of lease income of negative R2 million (2009: positive 

R6 million), increased by 28% to R156 million (2009: R122 million).  

the above average growth is pleasing in an environment where  

advertising spend was negatively impacted by the economic environment. 

the new areas available for advertising sites, following the upgrading 

of o.R. tambo and cape town International Airports, were taken up 

positively by advertisers, including the high-yielding digital media 

offered through plasma displays at the domestic arrivals and departures 

gates at o.R.tambo International. 

In the year under review, the advertising business tested the single 

master-concessionaire strategy through an open tender. this income 

model is practised by the majority of major international airports. the 

market response indicated that a master-concessionaire model would 

not be effective with the many current leases in place, and this strategy is 

to be revisited after June 2013, when the majority of the leases will have 

expired. In the interim, long-term leases are only granted to June 2013. 

the intervening three-year period provides a window of opportunity 

to test internally managed direct advertising, with its high-yield, low 

operational intervention, against various concessionaire models.

cAR RentAL 

the recent economic climate has had a direct effect on the car rental 

industry and consequently on AcsA. this necessitated a restructure of 

the business model by AcsA to allow car rental companies to continue 

their business at AcsA airports. the reduction in charges by AcsA was 

expected to be offset by additional income from new operators and a 

general increase in car rental turnover. this did not materialise due to 

subdued trading caused by the global economic recession. car rental 

revenue subsequently grew by a disappointing 2% to R134 million 

(2009: R129 million) after adjusting for straight-lining of leases totalling 

R2 million (2009: negative R1 million). 

the car rental kiosk area at o.R. tambo International has been expanded 

and reconfigured, including the renovation of existing kiosks and the 

addition of new ones. the number of parking bays available for car rental 

operators was substantially increased with effect from May 2009. the 

new consolidated car rental building and parking bays at cape town 

International were brought into operation in March 2010.

Plans are in place with the car rental operators to ensure that they are 

fully prepared for the influx of visitors during the World cup.

the car rental operations at the three principal international airports 

have been allocated the following facilities in the new financial year:

Airport   Kiosk area (m2) Parking bays

o.R. tambo International   1 547 1 589

cape town International   1 676 1 515

King shaka International   1 500  750

King shaka International Airport will be operational from 1 May 2010

PARKInG

Despite declining passenger volumes of 1,7% on 2009, and a strategic 

decision to limit tariff increases at o.R. tambo International to a  

marginal 1%, with cPI-related increases applied at the remaining airports, 

parking revenues increased by 9% to R331 million (2009: R304 million). 

During this financial year, the completion of additional parking facilities 

at o.R. tambo and cape town International Airports has added net 

parking stock of 3 000 bays and 2 000 bays respectively. the opening 

of King shaka International in May 2010 will include an additional  

1 500 bays compared to the Durban International facilities.
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the long-term objective of the portfolio is to consolidate smaller 

advertising sites into fewer, larger and more impactful sites and the 

introduction of brand zones is being implemented. the next financial 

year promises to be financially rewarding due to the 2010 FIFA World 

cup. this will further assist the advertising business to adopt new and 

innovative advertising media and platforms followed internationally.

PRoPeRtY 

Overview

the Group property revenue, adjusted by the straight-lining of leases, of 

R33 million (2009: R33 million) grew by 12% for the year to R411 million  

(2009: R367 million). 

Growth was subdued by the minimal growth in rental income of  

R63 million (2009: R61 million) from the Denel property. this marginal 

increase is in line with the intent of the lease, which was structured 

for rentals to meet fixed interest payments on the loan with the entire 

principal amount becoming payable on termination in 2012. the  

R606 million historic cost is effectively payable in 2012 on loan 

redemption.

In addition, revenue from the Intercontinental Hotel at o.R. tambo 

International was R94 million (2009: R109 million), down by R15 million 

or 14% over the previous year. occupancy for the year was down on last 

year, primarily in the corporate segment. All other segments performed 

well, with the local leisure segment, government, airline, group and 

conventions having improved. Average occupancy at all five-star hotels 

in south Africa declined to 59%. Looking ahead, the hotel industry is 

still under pressure as the economic crisis persists. A marketing drive for  

the new conference facilities is in place. 

However, the rental revenue received from the 50% joint venture 

company, Airport Logistic Park Holdings, of R12 million (2009: R6 million) 

was substantially higher than in 2009. this was due to the benefit  

of receiving a full year’s rentals from the cape town International 

office and warehouse development completed at the end of the 2009  

financial year. the joint venture with the Bidvest Group has developed 

warehouses at o.R. tambo and cape town International Airports for 

blue-chip businesses within the Bidvest Group.

the strategy of the Group to restrict investment to high yielding, low-risk, 

aeronautically related properties, balanced by joint ventures and 

property partnerships in non-core investments, is further manifested by 

the investment property portfolio now being valued at R2,433 billion  

(2009: R2,265 billion) at financial year-end. Under accounting policy, all 

rental earning properties, with the exception of property facilities within 

airport terminal buildings or those that are owner-occupied, are considered 

as investment properties.

the subdivision and transfer of property to Dube tradePort and the 

associate at King shaka International was concluded, to the value of 

R427 million. the property, previously leased for a period of 99 years 

to Dube tradePort and the associate, relates to the cargo, trade,  

agri-zone and joint venture areas. the associate, of which AcsA holds 

40% and Dube tradePort 60%, will be responsible for commercial 

property development supporting the planned ‘aerotropolis’ adjacent to 

King shaka International Airport. 

Ongoing portfolio performance

the ongoing portfolio revenue, inclusive of new development income, 

grew by 16% for the year to R314 million (2009: R270 million).

Developers have become more risk averse when committing to new 

ventures because of the difficulties in obtaining favourable credit and 

the uncertainty surrounding the future cost of electricity. Prospective 

tenants have also become more circumspect, preferring to renegotiate 

existing leases rather than opting for new premises.

 

AcsA has sought to compensate for the loss in potential revenues from 

new developments by optimising the management and performance of 

the existing property asset portfolio. the focus has been on reducing 

vacancies and renewing leases on favourable terms. Rentals have firmed 

upwards and vacancies are estimated at 4%, which is lower than in 

comparable nodes in major cities.

Positive contributions to rental income growth were driven by the take-

up of additional new terminal space at o.R. tambo and cape town 

International Airports, while income performance at the smaller airports 

was subdued by the construction delays of new car rental depots at 

George Airport and Port elizabeth International. customs and taxation 

regulations adversely affected performance of the leasing of parking areas 

and mothballing business for foreign aircraft at Upington International.
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A special use zoning has been granted for the ‘Lengau node’ at 

Bloemfontein International. Phase one, the ‘Gateway Precinct’, measures 

44 hectares with a bulk of 257 400m2 and already houses the Road 

Lodge development. Phase two, the ’Grassland Precinct’, is 98 hectares 

in extent with a bulk of 645 000m2. the upgrading of the n8/airport 

interchange and the airport access dual carriageway road are currently 

under construction and will add to the marketability of the node.

Outlook

Preparation for the relocation of existing Durban International tenants 

to the new King shaka International and the exit strategy from the old 

site was subject to considerable attention. the Durban International 

site has national strategic value and AcsA continued to engage with 

the government task team responsible for deciding its future. Until this 

is finalised, AcsA is developing a short- to medium-term strategy for 

optimising the commercial value of the site.

the lettable property area within the terminal complex at King shaka 

International has increased but, with the majority of the space being 

taken up by government agencies, robust revenue growth is unlikely. 

AcsA has concluded new land leases for a state Protocol Lounge, remote 

car rental sites and catering facilities. new and improved rentals from 

these facilities are expected to be realised in the next financial year.

Development potential at o.R. tambo International includes the space 

above the multi-storey parkade, adjacent to the city Lodge. the structure 

is designed to support a two-storey office block with an estimated bulk 

of 10 000m2 and associated parking. continued engagement will be 

undertaken with the Gauteng Government and developers to pursue the 

IDz concept. Further development opportunities exist in the Logistics 

Park, to the northeast of the terminal buildings. the commercialisation of 

the approximately 100-hectare Denel precinct is receiving the necessary 

planning and marketing attention.

the conceptual study for a mixed-use development on the Denel 

property at o.R. tambo International has been commissioned. the 

development rationale for an ‘aerotropolis’ concept on the property 

derives its strength from its proximity to the future mid-field terminal 

developments, coupled to the ever-improving transport network. Land 

uses envisaged are industrial aviation-related businesses, commercial 

use and possibly a residential component. 

Interest in the Industrial Development zone (IDz) continues to receive 

support from Gauteng Province. on request, AcsA has extended by a 

year, to August 2010, the reservation of the six-hectare site earmarked 

for a proposed jewellery manufacturing precinct, intended to be the 

catalyst for the IDz development, east of the Logistics Park.

completion of the new remote car rental sites at cape town International 

was delayed due to a protracted environmental Impact Assessment (eIA) 

process. Rental revenue was negatively affected.

 

construction of the three-star, 303-room city Lodge Hotel at  

o.R. tambo International and the one-star, 90- and 66-room Road  

Lodges at Port elizabeth and Bloemfontein International Airports will  

be completed for the hotels to begin trading at the start of the new 

financial year and in time for the 2010 FIFA World cup. Lease periods  

are for thirty years. city Lodge Hotels undertook development and 

programme risk by managing the construction on behalf of AcsA  

at a cost of R167 million for the three hotels.

new development opportunities for the 13 400m² business park at 

Port elizabeth International have been actively sought but the current 

economic climate is not conducive to attracting long-lease clients.  

new remote sites totalling 37 000m² have been brought on stream for 

car rental companies and there has been an uptake of 77% on a land 

lease basis.

AcsA’s commercial Division has performed well over the past few years. 

However, with all the new assets coming into operation in the current 

Permission period, it will be difficult for the commercial business to 

achieve its targeted 45% minimum revenue contribution, in relation to 

aeronautical revenues. consequently, AcsA will re-engineer its approach 

to the commercial aspects of retail, car parking, advertising and property 

to ensure value for shareholders.
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zoning approval for development with a bulk of 79 000m² on Precinct 3  

at cape town International Airport is anticipated in the new financial 

year. the completion of new access roads will unlock more potential at 

the oval office Park complex situated at the entrance to the airport. 

there is currently a partially completed, 1 560m² office block on the 

site with zoning for an additional wing of 1 500m² and two additional 

buildings of approximately 3 000m² each. 

Priority will be placed on attracting new development at Port elizabeth 

International (13 400m²) and Bloemfontein International (44 000m²), 

where land is already zoned and ready for utilisation. A land-use 

master plan and detailed design for infrastructural requirements have 

been started for phase one at Bloemfontein International, as has the 

conceptual design for phase two. 

 

AIRPoRt MAnAGeMent soLUtIons

During the current financial year, Airport Management solutions 

focused on pursuing concession opportunities, mainly within the 

African continent. Unfavourable economic conditions resulted in a poor  

response and prompted the Division to diversify its products and  

services by adding airport technical consultancy and real-time operational 

information technology solutions, which underpin the consistent 

maintenance of high service standards at our network of airports. 

A strategy has been adopted for concessions and management contracts 

that entails the development of a strong marketing message, with 

emphasis on public-private partnerships and the positioning of AcsA as 

a preferred and trusted concession partner.

During the year the Division continued to facilitate the forging of 

partnerships between AcsA and various airport authorities on the African 

continent. these included visits by senior management delegations from 

namibia Airports Authority and Mozambique Airports Authority. We are 

confident that this strategy has considerable future potential, especially 

when balanced against the general and often critical skills shortage 

within the African continent.

Mumbai International Airport

Mumbai International Airport experienced robust traffic growth in the 

last financial year, handling 25,6 million passengers, a 9% growth over 

the previous year. Revenue increased over the previous financial year 

by 4% and profit after tax by 56% to approximately R219 million. the 

10% profit after tax, attributable to AcsA on its R116 million equity 

investment for the financial year, is R22 million.

Further redevelopment obligations currently estimated at R16 billion, 

undertaken in terms of the concession award, for the airport to 

accommodate 40 million passengers per annum is on track to be 

completed by the end of 2012. the funding plan requires AcsA to 

provide an equity contribution of approximately R200 million towards 

the completion of the project, with R116 million having been injected 

to 31 March 2010.

AcsA has now been involved in the management of the airport for four 

years. Included in this period have been the upgrading of all the existing 

terminal buildings and latterly the reconstruction of the secondary 

runway, resurfacing of the runway intersection and commissioning of 

a new terminal. 

AcsA’s executives seconded to Mumbai, which includes the position 

of Director: operations, have played a pivotal role in achieving these 

milestones and in particular have been instrumental in maintaining 

service levels and ensuring safety during very demanding construction 

conditions. In addition, AcsA has provided support in respect of  

the quality management system, the GIs project and economic 

regulatory advice. 
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GeoGRAPHIc 
InFoRMAtIon 

sYsteM

Wildlife officers at o.R. tambo and Durban International Airports patrol 

the airfields on all-terrain vehicles (AtVs), together with their handheld 

computers and highly trained Border collies. their immediately apparent 

function is to manage wildlife, particularly birds, in potentially hazardous 

areas of the airfield and, in turn, provide suitable habitat in less sensitive 

ones. Hadedas, guineafowl, lapwings and herons are some of the most 

common species that cause concern at o.R. tambo International. It is a 

sight to behold to watch an AtV and collie ‘herding’ a flock of guineafowls 

off the airfield precinct!

Less apparent is the continual collection of data, via the handheld 

computer, that is an integral part of patrols, which last for much of 

the daylight hours and extend to the entire airfield precinct. control 

of vegetation is an important aspect of wildlife management because 

it provides a food source, encouraging wildlife to it. AcsA’s GIs is used 

in the management of the vegetation and managing grass height is an 

important means of reducing habitat attractive to wildlife. each airport 

is overlain with a grid, allowing accurate mapping of areas needing grass 

cutting attention. Data collected on patrol is ‘uploaded’ into the AcsA 

GIs system and exact grass cutting requirements are e-mailed to the 

relevant contractor. 

Any environmental occurrence that may attract wildlife is mapped 

and uploaded for analysis and management action. examples are alien 

vegetation, standing water, termite mounds, open holes and waste.

ongoing population and analysis of the database allows increasingly 

proactive reporting for management of hazards. the species of bird or 

mammal, by grid cell, count and activity, shows areas needing specific 

attention. correlation of weather data provides further management 

capability, such as rainfall patterns affecting standing water and water 

table levels.

Despite the measures taken, bird strikes do happen and are meticulously 

reported by type: a level 1 consists of a strike and retrieval of the carcass, 

level 2 is a strike with no retrieval and level 3 occurs when a carcass is 

retrieved from a runway but there has been no pilot report of a strike. 

Monthly meetings are held with airline safety representatives to review 

the reports and discuss safety measures. the effectiveness of the AcsA 

programme is borne out by bird strike statistics being well below the 

global benchmarks.

the next time you are awake at dawn on a minus five winter’s morning, 

spare a thought for AcsA’s wildlife officers and their collies, patrolling 

our airfields on an open vehicle, working for the safety of air travellers.

the scope of its use is almost unlimited, and already encompasses 

strategic control of assets through their management and maintenance, 

security, safety, education, planning and compliance with standards and 

regulations. 

Airfields are some of the most highly regulated spaces on the planet, 

which is not surprising, considering that they are the scenes of mass 

transport of people at high speeds in comparatively vulnerable ‘vehicles’.

one such vulnerability is the risk of wildlife strikes on aircraft, and there 

are regulations against which global statistics are used as benchmarks to 

measure the effectiveness of preventative measures. AcsA’s GIs Wildlife 

Management system supports its wildlife programme, run in conjunction 

with the endangered Wildlife trust (eWt), to address this area of risk. 

Its modus operandi employs a unique combination of people, dogs 

and technology in operations to minimise wildlife strikes, reducing the 

incidences of aircraft damage, increasing passenger safety and ensuring 

regulatory compliance.

south Africa’s diversity brings its own range of challenges, with the 

Kalahari (Kimberley and Upington) providing an environment for spring 

hares, cape moles in cape town, mongooses in Bloemfontein and 

swallows in Durban. AcsA’s programme, a world first, uses handheld 

computers with inbuilt global positioning systems (GPs) and cameras 

for the collection of data on the airfield for direct input into the AcsA 

GIs database for future analysis, reporting and management decision- 

making.

AcsA’s Geographic Information system (GIs) is 
a key enabler of the company’s business strategy 
and will continue to expand its application and 
value with time.
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neW  
BAGGAGe 

HAnDLInG 
sYsteM

every bag passes through a highly sophisticated detector system, similar 

in technique to a body scanner, for the identification of potential threat 

items. Any bag with suspect content is redirected, to be opened in the 

presence of its owner and the relevant airline.

Dual redundancy is provided by every bag having a main and alternative 

conveyor route and sortation machine, allowing for possible equipment 

malfunction. Furthermore, all the baggage make-up areas are inter-

connected with a main and alternative conveyor route.

Baggage of transfer passengers was historically double-handed as it was 

visually identified, routed to a separate location and manually sorted.  

this created more opportunities for physical damage, misdirection, loss 

and pilferage. transfer bags are now system identified through the barcode 

on the destination label and automatically routed to the next flight.

Apart from the very start of the system at check-in counters and flight 

make-up areas, the entire conveyor system is isolated from people for 

security purposes. However, every conveyor has a sensor system that 

detects unauthorised removal and replacement of an item of baggage 

and automatically reroutes the bag for security checking. 

o.R. tambo International is equipped with the very latest equipment 

and systems and, together with highly effective security measures, is 

already achieving ‘pilferage’ statistics that far exceed globally accepted 

benchmarks.

Although handing over personal belongings, in the form of hold baggage, 

to unknown third parties at an airport is an inevitable aspect of air travel, 

it is nonetheless an unsettling process. there is often the concern that 

the baggage will not be at the ‘other end’ to meet you, that it will be 

damaged or that some contents will be stolen. the newly completed 

baggage handling system at o.R. tambo International has dramatically 

reduced all of those risks and proof through time will contribute to our 

passengers’ peace of mind.

Pilferage has been a high profile aspect of airport operations, with 

statistics available to compare with world benchmarks. ‘Pilferage’ 

actually incorporates damaged, misdirected, lost and stolen items, so 

handling and security are the two baggage areas that receive maximum 

management attention. Baggage security is featured on pages 41 and 42 

of the annual report.

It has long been the objective to have a totally integrated baggage 

handling system at o.R. tambo International to provide dual redundancy 

and limit the double handling of luggage. the installation of the final 

components of the baggage handling system was undertaken between 

April and December 2009, coinciding with the completion of the overall 

infrastructure programme. the system comprises conveyors, sorters, 

carousels and control systems and cost R333 million.

total system control is integrated by the sorter Allocation computer 

(sAc), which dictates the route that each and every bag will take through 

the maze of conveyors and sortation machines. It identifies any bag that 

has been checked-in early and routes it to an early baggage store, where 

it is held until the system releases it when baggage handling begins for 

that flight.

Baggage handling has been an area of concern 
for AcsA for some time, especially at o.R. tambo 
International, where the volumes are by far the 
highest, with an average of 25 000 bags handled 
daily.
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InFoRMAtIon 
tecHnoLoGY 

A transformation project, focusing on improvement and sustainability 

of the core networks, It systems, security and It resources, has been in 

place during the year under review. the project will run over a number of 

years and encompasses every aspect of creating in-house competence. 

the initial phase will concentrate on enhancing core systems and 

networks, leveraging on complex applications that the business 

has implemented over a number of years. It will also include the 

enhancement of security management, in line with the complexity of 

the operating environment, and most importantly, the establishment 

and development of skills within the It department. 

over the past year management has focused on standardisation, 

Information technology Infrastructure Library (ItIL) processes, and 

security, governance and risk management within the It sphere. An It 

internship programme was initiated to develop a pool of skills within the 

organisation and this is supported by vendors and specialists to provide 

support for critical services. 

A new data centre has been constructed and has proved pivotal in 

stabilisation of the It environment, recognising o.R. tambo International 

as the infrastructure and operational hub. the data centre boasts 

the best construction techniques available and is bomb-, fire- and 

electromagnetic-proof, and flood resistant. Its design incorporates 

the latest ‘environmentally aware’ technology to minimise energy 

consumption, and space and infrastructure demands. 

the extraordinarily complex process of bringing the new King shaka 

International Airport to completion at year-end provided an ideal 

opportunity to successfully integrate components of engineering, 

procurement and construction within one transparent It process. 

It is well recognised that data and information management is key for 

efficient transfer of passengers, aircraft and baggage. to this end, an 

enterprise services bus (esB) was established as an integration platform 

for the provision of seamless and real-time data. 

the esB provides the platform for all legacy-based systems to be 

integrated to allow the right information to be available at the right 

time for the right purpose. the esB boasts integration of both airport 

operational systems like the Airport operational Database (AoDB) and 

to back-office systems like human resources.

Airports company south Africa runs an Information 
and communication technology (Ict) dependant 
business and thus the information technology 
operation provides an integral platform for the 
business to achieve its strategic intent and deliverables. 

the Group’s Information technology (It) function is responsible for the 

provision of Ict strategic and operational support in line with AcsA’s 

business strategies and imperatives. 

the It function at AcsA was outsourced for a number of years, until three 

years ago when a strategic decision was made to bring It back into the 

Group. this coincided with the installation of key infrastructure, of which 

the It department was an integral part, enabling the implementation 

of projects for the improvement of operational efficiency and effective 

reporting. 

In this regard, significant progress has been made, although certain of 

the core systems are behind schedule. Previous dependence on external 

service providers has been significantly reduced, with the intention 

of establishing ‘in-house’ skills and competencies as well as retaining 

institutional memory within AcsA. 
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the King III report recognises that It has become an integral part of doing 

business today, as it is fundamental to the support, sustainability and 

growth of an organisation. It integrates across all aspects, components 

and processes in business and is therefore not only an operational enabler 

for a company, but an important strategic asset, which can be leveraged 

to create opportunities and to gain competitive advantage. In addition 

to being a strategic asset to the company, It also presents organisations 

with significant risks. the strategic asset of It and its related risks and 

constraints should be well governed and controlled to ensure that It 

supports the strategic objectives of the organisation. 

It performance is measured regularly at Board level through strategic 

sub-committees and It governance structures at management level.  

During the year, focus was on strengthening the It governance and risk 

portfolio. optimising business excellence can only be achieved through 

It business alignment, which is the extent to which It investments 

are made in accordance with business strategy. simply, It business 

alignment ensures that every action is focused on building and delivering 

shareholder and stakeholder value by supporting business operations 

and achieving business goals. 

this is just the tip of the iceberg of how information technology provides 

the visceral network that enables every aspect of interconnectivity 

between supplier and customer in the airports domain managed by 

Airports company south Africa. 

one of the advantages of being a member of an international community 

is the willingness of fellow partners to share knowledge, experience 

and expertise. Munich International Airport has been a truly positive 

proponent of this sharing attitude and has added enormous value to 

AcsA’s It enterprises over the past year.

enabling a common business environment to manage all aspects of 

AcsA’s operations has been entrusted to oracle’s enterprise resource 

planning (eRP) suite of programmes. the successful implementation of 

this sophisticated management tool is proving its worth in co-ordinating 

complex business functions between seemingly disparate areas such as 

operations, human resources and finance.

the system provides timely and accurate information and interfaces 

between business functions that must interact effectively to facilitate 

individual Divisional objectives into a common corporate goal. 

Following this implementation and the completion of the infrastructure 

programme, a new module was added for maintenance management 

to ensure standardisation and proactive management of maintenance 

activities at the airports. 

Running a network of ten airports is probably the ultimate juggling act, 

with the objective of balancing the demands of service providers and 

customers: airlines, retail operators, hoteliers, parking and advertising 

concessionaires on the one hand, and passengers and airport users on 

the other.

It-enabled systems are continually addressing the reduction of reliance 

on external service providers, conversely increasing self-dependence. 

Passengers and airport users are able to check flight arrival and departure 

times, from anywhere. self-service kiosks reduce queues at check-

in counters, and in the coming year, passengers will be able to check 

in remotely by using the internet, whilst at o.R. tambo International, 

availability of parking bays is displayed as you approach. 

not as visible to the travelling public are the benefits that It brings to 

operational safety and efficiency. the Airport Management centre (AMc) 

at o.R. tambo International Airport was brought ‘on-stream’ in May 2009 

and, because of its almost instantly realised benefits, was introduced at 

cape town International in March 2010. the AMcs will play a pivotal 

role in managing the inter-airport impacts of any flight delays during the 

2010 FIFA World cup. 
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HUMAn 
ResoURces

AcsA will review its human resources strategy in the coming year to 

ensure that the Group will be able to attract and retain the necessary 

skills to ensure continued agility in an ever-changing and challenging 

operating climate. It is expected that the strategy will be finalised 

during the 2011 financial year and will include utilisation of specialist 

infrastructure development capacity outside the current AcsA  

network of airports, including its role as an airport operator at Mumbai 

International Airport.

tALent MAnAGeMent

Whilst ‘globalisation’ has become a rather over-used term in recent years, 

it has significant relevance for AcsA as an employer of highly specialised 

skills. such skills have effectively become commodities that increase in 

value proportional to their scarcity. their market place is no longer local 

or national; talent is highly mobile and opportunities are a mere mouse 

click away. Financial, engineering, airport operations and It skills are in 

particular demand – all critical resource needs for AcsA.

the strategic imperative of nurturing and retaining these critical skills 

continued to receive focused attention in the year under review. Key 

areas and critical positions were frequently examined through talent 

reviews to ensure adequate reserves in the talent pipeline. the company 

is therefore well equipped to fill specialist positions from within, should 

the need arise. In fact, the average skill replacement availability, whether 

at executive or specialist level, is on average better than two candidates 

to each critical position.

 

RetentIon PLAnnInG

the company conducts regular surveys to establish the major reasons for 

an individual deciding to continue a career with AcsA. several retention 

measures were implemented as a result of survey analyses, resulting in 

the company being able to retain critical and scarce skills.

tRAInInG AnD DeVeLoPMent

employees continued to receive training relevant to their personal 

development plans. operational performance received, as always, 

priority attention with more than 200 courses presented in safety and 

fire and rescue, including 12 international courses. 15 general assistants 

completed apprenticeship programmes as part of our commitment to 

develop internal capability. 

LeADeRsHIP DeVeLoPMent

the success of our business is underpinned by a clear understanding that 

the quality of leadership determines business growth and sustainability. 

Key developments in the past year included the supervisory Development 

Programme that benefited 54 supervisors, the Gordon Institute of 

Business science (GIBs) Management Development Programme that 

was completed by 19 managers and the coaching and mentoring 

programme, of which 46 managers took advantage.

optimal resourcing serves as a top priority, whilst the continuous 

growth and development of our staff, focused on the achievement of 

our business objectives, is an on-going process. In a competitive labour 

market the management of our talent is integrated into all management 

processes, ensuring attraction and retention of top calibre talent.

the Human Resources function also plays an important role in 

facilitating the further strengthening of a performance-driven culture 

amongst our employees, supported by a reward and recognition system 

that appreciates outstanding performance and customer service. the 

cultivation of a stable employee relations environment is an area of 

continued focus and the wellbeing of our employees underpins our 

approach.

the successful, near completion of AcsA’s extraordinary infrastructure 

development programme required the Division to migrate its Human 

Resources business model. emphasis has now moved from development 

to service provision, operational efficiency and the generation of non-

aeronautical income, further evidenced by the implementation of 

the shared services centre (ssc) and Human Resources ‘centres of 

excellence’.

the primary objective of the Human Resources 
Division is to engender an environment in which 
Airports company south Africa’s staff can reach 
and exceed their potential and thus continue to 
propel the company from success to success. 
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BeHAVIoURAL tRAInInG

A new series of behavioural training was designed and introduced to 

allow a workplace skills development programme to be incorporated in 

employee development plans. offerings available include:

• computer skills (Word, excel, e-mail etc.)

• Report writing

• AcI customer service

• effective study skills

• train-the-trainer for shift controllers

• Personal financial management

• Performance management

• Project management.

tecHnIcAL cAPABILItIes DeVeLoPMent

the nature of AcsA’s business demands a steady supply of competent 

people with a range of technical skills to cater for growth and replenishment 

of positions. 

An integrated approach has been adopted and incorporates learnerships, 

apprenticeships, internships and university bursaries. In the past year,  

12 learners, straight from school and with no previous work experience, 

were inducted on a three-month programme at o.R. tambo International 

to be trained in a generic security programme, including airport specifics.

 

ten electrical apprentices, who started at AcsA in the 2008/9 financial 

year, have been stationed at o.R. tambo International and will be 

completing their studies in 2010. 15 graduates have been identified and 

recruited for a twelve-month internship programme in the It Division; 

seven have so far been inducted.

three engineering graduates, who were supported through their studies 

by AcsA bursaries, joined the company in February 2010. two were 

assigned to King shaka International Airport and the third is based in 

Aviation services at the corporate office.

eMPLoYMent eQUItY

As a responsible corporate citizen, AcsA is committed to implementing 

the objectives of the employment equity Act through its Human 

Resources policies, procedures and programmes. 

the current employment equity profile is 85% Black and 15% White 

employees, as reflected below. 

AcsA tRAInInG AcADeMY

the Academy continued to play an invaluable role in the training and 

development of AcsA personnel and takes particular pride in the extent 

to which it provides skills and accreditation to course attendees from 

external organisations, both from within south Africa and abroad.

the Academy received accreditation by sAcAA as an Aviation security 

(AVsec) training organisation. this allows the Academy to provide 

training within AcsA and to external people who wish to become 

security x-ray screeners in the aviation security environment. 95% of 

AcsA screeners have so far received the required training. 

A new relationship was formalised with siemens to enable the Academy 

to provide maintenance staff with a course on airfield ground lighting, 

together with the associated accreditation. 

 

the relationship with IcAo and AcI continued to be strengthened with 

the following courses delivered in partnership during the period under 

review:

safety management system AcI

customer care AcI

Airside safety and operations AcI

emergency planning and crisis management AcI

Airport environmental management AcI

Introduction to airport operations AcI

non-aeronautical revenue (commercial) AcI

Avsec national training programme  IcAo

Avsec crisis management IcAo

Avsec national quality control IcAo

Avsec national inspectors course IcAo

Airfield ground lighting siemens

In support of preparation for the 2010 FIFA World cup, the Academy, in 

partnership with the customer service Department, concluded training 

of AcsA, airline and airport stakeholder staff on the AcI customer service 

course.

     total total %

Year African coloured Indian White staff Black Black

2005  900 317 140 410 1 767 1 357 77%

2006  945 326 140 393 1 804 1 411 78%

2007 1 021 336 142 377 1 876 1 499 80%

2008 1 240 372 149 359 2 120 1 761 83%

2009 1 356 370 169 337 2 232 1 895 85%

2010 1 344 374 181 326 2 225 1 899 85%
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eMPLoYMent oF WoMen

Various initiatives, including a Women empowerment Programme, have 

reinforced AcsA’s determination to strive for true gender representation 

in our workforce. We have achieved a steady increase in the percentage 

of women employed and will continue to promote opportunities for 

women within AcsA.

   

    Grand

Year Female Male total % Female

2005 611 1 156 1 767 35%

2006 647 1 157 1 804 36%

2007 695 1 181 1 876 37%

2008 822 1 298 2 120 39%

2009 868 1 364 2 232 39%

2010 885 1 340 2 225 40%

Breakdown of AcsA staff by gender: 2005 - 2010

PeoPLe WItH DIsABILItIes

the employment of individuals with a disability increased from 11 to 14 

in the period under review. Airports company south Africa is dedicated 

to improving the future of individuals with disabilities, and in the 

ensuing years the company will continue its concerted efforts to provide 

employment opportunities for them.

eMPLoYee enGAGeMent AnD ReLAtIons

the intent of the employee Relations strategy for Airports company 

south Africa is to drive an employee relations-centric environment, which 

positions proactive employee wellbeing, engagement and management. 

the following underpins our approach:

•  open communication, respect for individuals and customer satisfaction 

• Performance, results and best practices

•  Adaptability, innovation, employee empowerment, employee participation 

and continuous learning

•  Developing a cohesive culture based on a shared vision and shared 

values that build resilience and a capacity for collective action

•  social responsibility, ethics and keeping a long-term perspective on 

our business and its impact on future generations

•  Financial stability and employee wellbeing underpinned by fair and 

equitable salaries and job security.

the Group has a good and productive working relationship with our 

union, neHAWU, with whom a three-year wage agreement, ending in 

August 2011, has been signed, highlighting the maturity of our current 

relationship. In addition, all airports have been declared essential services 

in the categories of security, electrical, safety, and fire and rescue. this 

ensures stable service delivery to our customers.

eMPLoYee WeLLBeInG

AcsA provides an employee Wellness Programme that addresses both 

physical and mental health and provides resources that assist staff 

members in dealing with a range of personal needs. 

employee utilisation of wellbeing programme provisions was at a level 

of 11,12%, which is well in-line with the universal norm for similarly 

sized companies. 

HIV/AIDs PRoGRAMMe

AcsA’s HIV management programme continues to offer employees 

and their immediate families free, confidential testing and counselling 

by trained healthcare professionals. ongoing awareness and education 

programmes form part of our approach to ensure that infection is 

avoided, managed and contained.

HUMAn ResoURces oPeRAtInG MoDeL

to ensure that the Human Resources (HR) Division continues to respond 

to the changing business environment and deliver value focused on an 

empowering environment, the HR operating model and structure was 

reviewed and a realigned operating model was introduced to standardise 

and streamline HR services. the realigned model is structured to allow 

for an ssc, the creation of HR centres of excellence and the realignment 

of the HR structures at airport level.

AcsA’s reasons for adopting an HR ssc were:

• Reduction of costs by leveraging economies of scale

•  A vehicle to standardise processes and data, and improve the quality 

of services

•  supports ‘one face to the customer’ and accommodates local 

requirements

• Leading practice and technology

•  Releases business units to focus on core competency skills (value-add)

• Adaptability to changing needs.

the value of implementing the HR ssc has added to improved efficiencies 

by removing the high-volume repetitive transactional activities from 

the airport HR function into a central processing centre, thus allowing 

airport HR teams to become strategic business partners. the HR ssc 

delivers mainly via the newly implemented integrated enterprise 

Resource Planning system.

centres of excellence are responsible for the provision of specialist and 

value-added HR services. this allows for the design and development of 

HR policy, programmes and critical interventions focused on supporting 

the implementation of the business strategy.
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coRPoRAte 
GoVeRnAnce 

AnD 
coMPLIAnce

our approach to corporate governance is based on six fundamental 

principles: accountability, transparency, responsibility, independence, 

ethical fairness and social development. these principles enhance AcsA’s 

values expressed in the acronym PRIDe (Passion, Results, Integrity, 

Diversity and excellence). Furthermore, AcsA has a code of ethics and 

Business conduct approved by the Board and monitored by the Audit 

committee as well as behavioural standards specified in an employee 

manual. collectively these form the cornerstone of AcsA’s corporate 

governance discipline.

With effect from June 2009, the organisation took a decision to 

create a new position of Group executive: Governance and Assurance, 

intended to oversee the corporate secretariat, Legal, Internal Audit and 

Risk Management departments with the objective of strengthening 

governance and compliance to best practice principles.

BoARD oF DIRectoRs

the AcsA Board operates within a unitary structure that provides for 

interaction among all its members in the decision-making process on 

strategy, planning and performance, allocation of resources, business 

ethics, risk management and communication with stakeholders.

the terms of Reference and Board charter for the Board of Directors 

define the framework, authority and parameters within which the 

Board operates. For ease of alignment and business interface with the 

company, the Board invites executive management to its meetings, 

whilst specifically reserving their right to meet without management’s 

presence whenever appropriate.

the Board comprises an independent, non-executive chairman and 

three other independent board members, four non-executive directors, 

as well as two executive directors: namely the Managing Director and 

the Finance Director.

InDePenDence oF tHe BoARD

the independence of the Board is maintained by adhering to certain key 

principles:

•  the AGM confirms the nomination and ratifies the appointment of 

the majority of the Board for a fixed term

• the positions of chairman and Managing Director are kept separate

• the chairman is an independent, non-executive member of the Board

•  Most Board committees are chaired by an independent, non-executive 

member.

AcsA views corporate governance as the guardianship of its standards, 

integrity and dedication to the interests of all its stakeholders, including 

investors, customers, employees and broader society. We are cognisant 

that research has indicated that companies with transparent dealings, 

augmented with good governance practices, show a stronger investment 

profile and we thus appreciate that success in the modern business 

environment is inextricably linked to the implementation of sound 

governance procedures.

AcsA is registered as a public company under the companies Act and 

is listed as a major public entity in terms of schedule 2 of the Public 

Finance Management Act (PFMA).

We are committed to the continuous enhancement of our corporate 

governance processes in line with best practice in a manner that 

facilitates the development and management of world-class airports, 

whilst ensuring that operations are ethically conducted within the 

regulatory framework.

our approach to corporate governance is based 
on six fundamental principles: accountability, 
transparency, responsibility, independence, ethical 
fairness and social development.
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the Board meets formally at least six times a year to determine policy, 

approve projects and deliberate on material aspects of the business. 

It also monitors the implementation of the objectives of executive 

management.

the Board has finance and audit, legal, risk management and human 

resources skills and experience. there are also skills and expertise in 

property, commerce and general business, which fit the Group’s scope 

of operations.

the composition and number of non-executive directors ensures that 

their views carry significant weight in Board decisions. the directors have 

unfettered access to company information and may seek independent, 

professional advice when required.

the attendance of directors at Board meetings during the financial year 

under review is reflected in the table below.

tHe coRPoRAte secRetARIAt

the company secretary, who is appointed by the Board, reports 

administratively to the Group executive: Governance and Assurance 

and functionally to the chairman of the Board, and focuses on ensuring 

that approved procedures and regulations are followed. the company 

secretary also offers the directors guidance on their duties and provides 

secretarial support to the Board and its committees. the directors have 

unrestricted access to the company secretary.

BoARD cHARteR

A Board charter has been established and developed for directors and 

includes the directors’ code of conduct. the Board is fully committed 

to maintaining the standards of integrity, accountability and openness 

required to achieve effective corporate governance. the charter confirms 

the Board’s accountability, fiduciary duties, duty to declare conflict of 

interests, appointment to committees, the relationship with AcsA staff 

and meeting procedures.

Furthermore, the charter defines the Board’s responsibility to: 

• Report on integrated sustainability

• ensure that AcsA has an effective and independent Audit committee

•  Promote a stakeholder-inclusive approach towards the governance  

of AcsA 

• Monitor operational performance and management

• Determine policy and processes to ensure the integrity of AcsA.

ReMUneRAtIon oF tHe BoARD

the independent, non-executive directors are remunerated on a basis 

determined by the Annual General Meeting (AGM), with the specific 

approval of the Minister of transport. these directors are remunerated 

on the basis of a monthly retainer and Board or committee meeting 

attendance.

the Board approved a remuneration policy which ensures that 

remuneration of directors is comparable with the level, skill and expertise 

required for Board members and in accordance with current market 

practice (details of directors’ remuneration are stated in the notes to 

the AFs).

  30 Apr 10 Jul 25 Aug 27 oct 2 Dec 19 Feb 26 Feb 14 Mar

Member 2009 2009 2009 2009 2009 2010**  2010 2010**

Director

Non-Executive        

FA sonn (chairman) A  √ √ n/A n/A n/A n/A n/A

sV zilwa (Deputy chairperson*) √ √ A √ √ √ √ √

nP Galeni √ A √ √ √ √ √ √

A Kekana A √ √ √ √ A A A

R Persad A √ √ √ A A √ A

M Ramagaga √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √

ntY siwendu √ √ √ √ √ √ √ A

Wc van der Vent √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √

Executive        

MW Hlahla √ √ A √ √ √ √ √

BP Mabelane √ A √ √ √ √ √ √

*  = Deputy chairman appointed as the chairman at the AGM, 2009 √ = includes attendance through teleconference facilities

A = absent with apology ** = special Board meeting

n/a  = the committee member was either recently appointed or retired from the meeting, and was not required to  attend the meeting
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BoARD eFFIcAcY ReVIeW

the Board operates with an established structure, which ensures 

that there are adequate processes in place to monitor its operations.  

the assessment of the effectiveness of both the structure and processes 

of the Board are vital to the achievement of AcsA’s objectives and for 

maintaining good corporate governance.

In the year under review, the Board conducted a performance appraisal 

facilitated by an external specialist and since then, appropriate measures 

have been taken to address gaps identified through this process.

BoARD coMMIttees

the Board has established seven committees that report directly to 

the Board to focus on key functional areas where specialist expertise 

is required. With the exception of the executive committee, which is 

chaired by the Managing Director, all the committees are chaired by a 

non-executive director and their members are non-executive directors. 

executive directors who are not members of a specific committee 

attend these meetings by invitation. 

to ensure that the terms of Reference of the committees remain current 

and comply with best practice, they are continually assessed and, where 

necessary, reviewed.

AUDIt coMMIttee

this committee meets at least quarterly to consider annual and 

interim financial statements, accounting policies and safeguarding of 

assets, audit plans and the findings of external and internal auditors. 

the committee also monitors governance and ethical standards. the 

monitoring of financial risk management and tariff regulation is assigned 

to a separate, dedicated committee, namely the treasury and economic 

Regulation committee.

All members of the Audit committee, including the chairman, are non-

executive directors. Both external and internal auditors have unrestricted 

access to the chairman and may meet privately with the committee 

when required, but formally at least once a year. the two firms of joint 

external auditors are appointed or reappointed at the Annual General 

Meeting, following an Audit committee and Board recommendation.

the Auditor-General also ratifies the reappointment of the external 

auditors on an annual basis.

 

Attendance at the Audit committee meetings was as per the table at the 

bottom of the page:

tReAsURY AnD econoMIc ReGULAtoRY coMMIttee

(Formerly, Finance, Investment and Regulations committee)

the overall objective of the committee is to assist the Board with 

discharging its responsibilities relating to meeting all PFMA and treasury 

regulations and requirements in performing the treasury function. the 

committee is responsible for corporate accountability and the associated 

risks in terms of treasury, overseeing the development and implementation 

of the economic Regulatory strategy and ensuring compliance with all 

economic regulatory legislation and/or requirements.

Attendance at the treasury and economic Regulatory committee was as 

per the table below: 

  20 May 25 Aug 12 nov 19 Feb

Member 2009 2009 2009 2010

nP Galeni (chairman) √ √ √ √

M Janse van Rensburg ø  √ √ √ √

A Kekana A √ √ A

MD Ramagaga A √ √ √

A = absent with apology

ø = co-opted member

√ = includes attendance through teleconference facilities

  13 May 30 Jun 3 Jul 26 oct 24 nov 27 Jan 25 Feb

Member  2009 2009 2009* 2009  2009  2010  2010*

nP Galeni (chairman)  √ √ √ √ √ √ √

MD Ramagaga  √ √ √ √ √ √ √

ntY siwendu  √ √ √ √ √ √ √ 

sV zilwa (by invitation)  √ √ √ √ √ A  A

A = absent with apology

* = special Audit committee meeting

√ = includes attendance through teleconference facilities
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oPeRAtIonAL RIsK MAnAGeMent coMMIttee 

(Formerly, Risk Management committee)

this committee’s main function is to ensure that AcsA’s risk 

management strategies and processes are aligned to best practice and 

that AcsA is enabled to achieve its objectives within a given period. For 

the year under review AcsA has redefined its risk appetite and tolerance 

levels, and enhanced its risk management framework, underpinning 

its risk approach and monitoring. Attendance at the operational Risk 

Management committee meetings was as per the table below:

  30 Jun 3 sep 23 oct 26 Jan

Member 2009 2009 2009 2010

ntY siwendu (chairman) √ √ √ √

A Kekana √ A  √ A

R Persad √ √ √ √

Dr c smith ø √ √ √ √

sV zilwa √ √ √ A 

√ = includes attendance through teleconference facilities

A = absent with apology

ø = co-opted member

HUMAn ResoURces AnD ReMUneRAtIon coMMIttee 

the committee was established to provide guidelines and procedures to 

ensure that human resources and remuneration strategies and objectives 

of the company are integrated into the company’s total business 

strategy. the committee focuses on ensuring that people with the right 

skills and abilities are recruited, developed and suitably rewarded to drive 

the business strategy and that there is a succession plan and strategy 

within the organisation, especially around critical and scarce skills. For 

the year under review the programme for this committee included, 

among others, overseeing the development and implementation of 

employee retention strategies to counteract losses and the development 

of strategies for reward or sanction against performance indices.

the committee is currently being refocused for alignment with King III 

as it relates to issues around transformation. 

Attendance at the Human Resources and Remuneration committee 

meetings was as per the table below:

   27 May  12 Aug 28 Jan 

Member  2009 2009 2010

R Persad (chairman)  √ √ √

FA sonn  √ √ n/A

Wc van der Vent  √ A √

sV zilwa  √ √ A

√ = includes attendance through teleconference facilities

 A = absent with apology 

coMMeRcIAL coMMIttee

the committee’s main function is to provide guidance in the development 

and implementation of the commercial Division’s strategic plan. the 

committee is further responsible for the optimisation of the return on 

the company’s property and commercial activities and the evaluation 

and approval of developments and commercial projects within the levels 

of authority of the Board, including capital expenditure processes.

For the year under review, the committee focused its efforts on the 

development of strategies around commercial and real estate business, 

including retail and advertising portfolios, in order to enhance customer 

experiences and increase shareholder value.

 

this committee also reviews and recommends to the Board major 

capital expenditure projects and investments in airports.

Attendance at the commercial committee meetings was as per the 

table below:

    30 Apr 10 Jun 19 Aug 1 oct  2 Dec 28 Jan

Member   2009* 2009 2009  2009*  2009  2010*

Wc van der Vent (chairman)   √ √ √ √ √ √

MD Ramagaga   √ A A √ √ √

ntY siwendu   √ √ √ √ √ √

A = absent with apology

√ = includes attendance through teleconference facilities

* = special commercial committee
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DIRectoRs’ AFFAIRs coMMIttee 

the objectives of the committee are to enable the implementation of a 

formal process of reviewing the balance and effectiveness of the Board 

and identifying the skills needed and to recommend those individuals 

who possess these skills for appointment as executive and non-executive 

directors. this process is geared at ensuring that the Board remains 

effective and focused. the committee is further tasked with addressing 

any matter that affects the executive and non-executive directors and 

deals with any other matter referred to it by the Board. the committee 

is also responsible for talent management and succession planning as it 

pertains to the Managing Director and Finance Director.

Attendance at the Directors’ Affairs committee meetings during the 

year was as per the table below:

 

otHeR GoVeRnAnce ReLAteD MAtteRs

the Board also considers matters relating to procurement and capital 

expenditure that are above the delegated levels of authority of executive 

management.

compliance Function

In the year under review, the Board established and approved the 

formation of a fully fledged compliance function outside the legal 

department and combined this with the risk management function.

the main focus of this function is to establish the organisation’s internal 

control system to facilitate the effectiveness and efficiency of operations 

and assist in ensuring reliability of internal and external reporting, whilst 

also assisting with general compliance with AcsA’s compliance and 

regulating universe.

the work is ongoing, geared at ensuring that AcsA is not adversely 

exposed to legal and compliance risks.

In the year under review, no material non-compliance of legislation or 

regulation has come to the attention of the Board.

AIRPoRts coMPAnY Act AnD coMPAnIes Act

For the period under review, AcsA has substantially complied with both 

the Airports company Act and the companies Act of 1973. 

PUBLIc FInAnce MAnAGeMent Act (PFMA)

the Board is the Accounting Authority in terms of the PFMA, in which 

AcsA is listed as a schedule 2 public entity.

the PFMA focuses on financial management with related outputs and 

responsibilities. 

 

AcsA directors have substantially complied with their fiduciary duties as 

set out in the PFMA and part of those responsibilities entailed ensuring 

that:

•  economic, efficient, effective and transparent systems of financial and 

risk management and internal control are in place

•  A system is maintained for properly evaluating all major capital 

projects prior to making a final decision on each project

•  Appropriate and effective measures are implemented to prevent 

irregular or fruitless and wasteful expenditure, expenditure not 

complying with legislation, or losses from criminal conduct

• All revenues due to AcsA are collected

• Available working capital is managed economically and efficiently

•  the objectives and allocation of resources are defined in an economic, 

efficient, effective and transparent manner.

KInG RePoRt on coRPoRAte GoVeRnAnce FoR soUtH AFRIcA 2002 

(KInG II)

AcsA complies substantially with the provisions of King II. the results of 

such reviews are reported to the Audit and operational Risk committees. 

It is the intention of AcsA to be compliant with the provisions of King 

III, especially where relevant and feasible, and in the year under review a 

number of initiatives towards this end were already in progress.

      10 Jun 19 Aug 1 oct  2 Dec 28 Jan

Member     2009 2009  2009*  2009  2010*

FA sonn (retired chairman)    √ n/A n/A n/A n/A

sV zilwa (current chairman)#    √ √ √ √ √

ntY siwendu    n/A √ √ √ √

nP Galeni    n/A √ √ √ √

A = absent with apology

√ = includes attendance through teleconference facilities

* = special Directors’ Affairs committee meeting
# = deputy chairman appointed as the chairman at the AGM 2009 

Attendance at the Directors’ Affairs Committee meetings 
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PRoMotIon oF Access to InFoRMAtIon

AcsA complied with the requirements of the Promotion of Access to 

Information Act of 2000.

the manual is available on AcsA’s website and intranet and to date 

it is reported that five requests for information have been received  

by AcsA.

coDe oF conDUct

AcsA has reviewed its code of conduct for all employees and consultants. 

the enhancement of this policy made the policy user-friendly with a 

more principle-based approach having been adopted by incorporating 

new best practice issues, such as cooling-off periods. AcsA directors 

and management believe that the ethical standards and criteria as set  

out in the code of conduct were substantially met during the period 

under review.

enteRPRIse-WIDe RIsK MAnAGeMent (eWRM)

For the year under review AcsA enhanced its risk management practices 

through the review of the risk management framework, its risk appetite 

and tolerance limits. A significant milestone was achieved in the 

undertaking of a risk identification process where risks were reprioritised 

and reassessed. Also noteworthy are the efforts towards managing 

risks across the various business units in an integrated and systematic 

manner.

the maturity levels of risk management were assessed and risk 

management is progressively being embedded in the organisation, with 

the business taking the lead in managing emerging risks in a volatile 

environment.

the operational Risk committee and the executive committee remain 

focal points in the monitoring and reporting of risks within AcsA,  

whilst the business units with their various champions continue to 

manage and monitor risks at an operational and business level.

InteRnAL AUDIt

AcsA’s internal controls comprise methods and procedures implemented 

by management to achieve the objectives of safeguarding company 

assets, ensuring the efficient and effective employment of resources, 

preventing and detecting errors and fraud, ensuring the accuracy of 

accounting records and the timely production of reliable financial and 

operational information.

the Board is responsible for ensuring the development, implementation 

and maintenance of appropriate internal controls in mitigation of the 

inherent risks of the company.

the Internal Audit function, whose independence is ensured through 

a strong reporting line on the functional level to the chairman of the 

Audit committee, examines and evaluates the company’s activities, 

with the objective of assisting executive management and the Board in 

the effective discharge of their responsibilities. the other major areas of 

activity are monitoring the system of internal control, identifying and 

reporting on error, fraud and discrepancies, and monitoring corporate 

governance.

For the year under review AcsA’s Internal Audit function developed a 

risk-based audit plan that covered all the risk areas of significance for 

the business and managed to achieve its completion within the targeted 

time. Whilst this is seen as a living document, a few other focus areas 

were covered based on ad hoc requests by management and the Board 

during the reporting period. 

to strengthen the team’s reach and skills in areas of speciality, AcsA has 

engaged sizwe-ntsaluba as its co-source partner to ensure adequate 

capacity and skills transfer.

nothing has come to the attention of the Board to indicate that there 

were any material breaches in controls in the year under review.
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